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ABSTRACT 

       Indian retail industry is at a budding stage as India is emerging as most attractive market 

& experiencing drastic changes. Retail industry in India has developed surprisingly in recent years. It 

has  now become one of the leading sector  in application of innovations and self-service 

technologies, though it has its own advantages and disadvantages. In India food & grocery retail 

sector is the major contributor for GDP and generating employment. It constitutes 66% of the 

total revenue in the Indian retail sector-organized & unorganized. Technological advancements 

creates new ways of buying, selling through internet. Indian consumers have transformed today. 

The shopping pattern has shifted from traditional to online due to technological advancement, 

higher income, changing lifestyle, exposure to shopping culture etc. Due to entry of internet 

online grocery stores are replacing the physical grocery store. The purpose of this paper is to 

identify the barriers faced by retail grocery store as a result of entry of shopping groceries online. 

This is an empirical study which aims to understand and gain insights into the challenges, problems 

faced by traditional offline/ physical grocery stores and provide suggestions. 

Key  words:  Online  Food  retail  stores,  Physical  retail  stores,  Implication,  Challenges  & 

opportunities’. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Retailing is one of the biggest emerging sector in India. The Indian Retail industry is one of 

the top five retail industries in the world and has emerged as the most dynamic and fast-paced industry. 

It accounts for over 8 % employment and around 10% of India’s GDP. The Indian Retail Market is 

expected to nearly double by 2020 from 2015.The Indian grocery retail industry is one of the most 

vibrant and fast-growing industries. It accounts for over 16 per cent of the country’s Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP). The opportunities in grocery retail in India are immense, given that it constitutes 

about 69% of India’s total retail market. The grocery retail industry has been growing steadily over 

the past 6 years.Organized retailing refers to trading activities undertaken by licensed retailers, i.e. 

those who are registered for sales tax, income tax, etc. These include the corporate backed 

hypermarkets and retail chains and also the privately owned large retail businesses. Unorganized 

retailing, on the hand, refers to the traditional formats of low cost retailing, for example, the local 

kirana shops, owner manned general stores, convenience stores, hand cart and pavement vendors etc. 
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1.1 Evolution of Retail in India 
The origins of retailing in India can be traced back to the emergence of Kirana stores and 

mom- and-pop stores which used to cater to the local people. Eventually the government supported 

the rural retail and many local franchise stores came up with the help of Khadi & Village Industries 

Commission. The economy began to open up in the 1980s resulting in the change of retailing. The first 

few companies to come up with retail chains were in textile sector, for example, Bombay Dyeing, S 

Kumar's, Raymond’s, etc. Later Titan launched retail showrooms in the organized retail sector. Retail 

outlets such as Food world  in FMCG, Planet M and Music world  in Music, Crossword in books 

entered the market before 1995. Then emerged hypermarket & supermarket. 

1.2  Retail Formats in India 

Hyper marts/supermarkets: large self-servicing outlets offering products from a variety of 

categories. 

Mom-and-pop stores: they are family owned business catering to small sections; they are 

individually handled retail outlets and have a personal touch. 

Departmental stores: are general retail merchandisers offering quality products and services. 

Convenience stores: are located in residential areas with slightly higher prices goods due to the 

convenience offered. 

Shopping malls: the biggest form of retail in India, malls offers customers a mix of all types of 

products and services including entertainment and food under a single roof. 

E-trailers: are retailers providing online buying and selling of products and services. 

Discount stores: these are factory outlets that give discount on the MRP. 

Vending: it is a relatively new entry, in the retail sector. Here beverages, snacks and other small items 

can be bought via vending machine. 

Category killers: small specialty stores that offer a variety of categories. They are known as category 

killers as they focus on specific categories, such as electronics and sporting goods. This is also known 

as Multi Brand Outlets or MBO's. 

Specialty stores: are retail chains dealing in specific categories and provide deep assortment. 

Over the past few years, India’s grocery shopping pattern is shifting from traditional 

shopping to online shopping due to introduction of internet and e-commerce. 

Online grocery shopping is a relatively new environment that is rapidly gaining p opularity owing 

to rise in e-commerce industry, growing urbanization, changing lifestyle of the consumers and tech-

savvy young generation who prefers to buy grocery products through online.  
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1.3 Definitions 

•    Retail: The word retail is originated from the French word ‘Retaillier’ meaning ‘to cut a piece     

      off’or ‘to break bulk’. In short, it means first hand transaction or interaction with a consumer. 

• Retailing involves selling merchandise from a permanent location (retail store) in small 

quantities directly to the consumers. 

•    Online grocery shopping: It refers to ordering grocery products via the Internet and the sub 

sequent delivery of the ordered goods at home (Burke, 1998). 

1.4 Objectives 

1)  To examine consumers attitude towards online & offline grocery stores. 

 

2)  To identify the factors which influence consumers to purchase groceries online. 

 

3)  To identify the factors which influence consumers to purchase groceries offline. 

 

4)  To analyse the problems faced by traditional grocery stores. 

 

5)  Give suggestions for overcoming the barriers. 

1.5 Method of Analysis 

 To meet the objectives of study informal interview was conducted with the offline retailers from 

cotton pet, nagratpet area and a structured questionnaire was administered to them. A questionnaire was 

administered to customers who purchase groceries online & offline. Convenience sampling was used to 

identify samples. Graphs & charts were used for pictorial presentation 

 
 

India is 6th largest grocery market in the world.  Indian grocery retail is dominated by 

unorganized retail, like market stalls, kirana, specialist store etc, nearly to 92% .Recently online retail is 

growing fast where in 25%-30% constitute grocery retail. Because of the entry of e-commerce buying & 

selling online has become popular. The choices, tastes, preferences of customers are changing. With 

these changes the shopkeepers/storekeepers’ have to change and upgrade themselves. During our 

study we found that majority of the retailers keep all kind of products like diary, groceries’, personal 

care, home care, stationary etc. They majority sell products in retail and also in bulk for customers. 
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Chart-1: chart showing the factors influencing the customer to purchase groceries’ offline. 

 
Interpretation 

 It is inferred that majority of customers prefer offline retail store’s majorly because of 

trust,variety of products which are available at reasonable price. 

Chart-2: chart showing the factors influencing the customer to purchase groceries’ online. 

 
 

Interpretation 

Customers prefer online retail shopping due to offer & discounts & saves time. 

Chart-3:  Chart  showing  the problems/ barriers  faced  by  retailers  due to  online retail 

shopping. 
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Interpretation 

 Due to increase in usage of internet and entry of e-commerce customers are preferring online 

shopping. Due to this physical retail stores are experiencing increase in financial burden & decline of  

their customers 

Chart 4: Chart showing the advantages of physical store over online retail store. 

 

 
 

Chart-5: Strategies adopted to compete with online stores. 

 
Interpretation: To compete with the online retail stores offline stores are adopting all kind of strategies 

II. FINDINGS&SUGGESTIONS 
1)  It was found that traditional grocery retailer have customers of all groups. 

2)  A wide variety of products like grocery, dairy, food products, home care, personal care, 

stationery etc. are sold at offline grocery store. 

3)  We found that traditional/ physical/ offline retail stores have adopted strategies like store 

timings, credit facility providing quality & varied products. But they have not adopted the 

technological changes which are the need of hour. 

4)  Many retailer are not aware about digital marketing. 

5)  They do not have web page neither are interested in doing promotional activities like 

advertisement, selling goods online etc. 

6)  Many retailers were not insecure because of entry of online shopping but had strategies to 

retain their customers. 
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7)  Offline retailers faced challenges like decrease in number of customer, increase in financial 

burden, demographic change etc. It is suggested that retailers have to adopt the technological 

changes like they should have their web site where customers’ can place order directly, do 

advertisement digitally. 

8)  Many consumers are hesitant to try online shopping, so it’s important that retailers 

exceed consumer’ expectations. 

III. CONCLUSION 
Online and offline retail-store are fundamentally different channels, with unique uses, 

expectations, challenges and economics. But both are essential to fulfill customer needs. Knowing 

consumers‟ wants/needs is critical while developing a strategy. Though today we are experiencing 

modern growth but practically replacing traditional/ offline grocery store is near to impossible. 

In this era of internet revolution though many Indian & foreign retail players are entering, offline stores 

can retain their customers by adopting technology, store renovation,  giving credit facility etc. because 

even today majority of people do grocery shopping offline because of trust, on the spot delivery of 

goods, immediate exchange, they can feel the products [tangibility]. 

 

 


